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DISCOI4RING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
THROUGH AMERICAN HISTORY

S U  S A N  S M U L Y A N

When Bruce Sinclair and Merritt Roe Smith took office as president
and vice president of the Society for the History ofTechnology in 1987,
one of their key priorities was expanding the audience for the histor)' of

technology. They chose a grouP of SHOT members to consider means

of accomplishing this goal, and on behalf of the society that grouP

applied for a curriculum development grant to the National Science

Foundation (NSF), which was seeking curricula that would attract

women and minority students to science, math, and engineering. We

proposed that SHOT members work with middle and high school

teachers to write an interdisciplinary curriculum aimed at bringing

science and technology into social studies classrooms.
It has been six years since we submitted that Srant proposal, and those

of us involved in the project believe not only that we have devised a

useful and sophisticated curriculum-a task we hoPe to persuade otlters

to emulate-but also that we have learned imPortant lessons about the

nature of scholarship. The following rePort begins with a brief explana-

tion ofhow curriculum development relates to other forms of historical

scholarship and concludes with an introduction to t-he curriculum as it

will be published.

'I'he Collzboration

From the beginning the SHOT:NSF project has been collaborative in

ways that scholars often idealize but rarely experience. Those involved

included the SHOT members who took part in the initial brainstorming

sessions-especially Susan Douglas and Roger Simon, who wrote drafs

of the grant proposal; those who served as principal investigators-

myself, Gail Fowler Mohantl and Laurence Gross; SHOT officers who

helped at every step of the way-particularly AJex Roland and Bruce

DL SvuLyAN is an associate professor in the DePartment of American Cil4lization at

Brom University.
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Seely; consultans who attend€d our workshops and listened and talked
respectfully to the participants-4arroll Pursetl, Merritt Roe Smith, Gail
Cooper, and Selma Thomas; the graduate and undergraduate studentr-
primarily but not solely from Brown University-who took care of
accounting, clerical work, and research; and of course the teachers and
SHOT members who actually r,vrote the curriculum.r Bruce Sinclair
provided the project's guiding intellectual force. Together we developed
the ideas oudined in this report, a collaboration that served as tle
model for the cooperative process that produced the curriculum. I
firmly believe that the fruitfulness and reward of collaborative effort was
the most important lesson we leamed.

At the outset our motivation, at least partially, was a matter of
hubris-we hnru th?t historians of technology had important ideas to
share about the improvement of secondary school curricula; what we
could not foresee were the contributions that those we would meet
would bring to the project. The historians involved were forced to
reconsider the wap they conceptualize their work; quite definitety we
shared in the project's benefis.

In truth, we were quite unprepared for the professional and intellec-
tual payoff. As scholars, we have traditionally aimed at two different
audiences. We write for each other, on the pages of Thhnolag and,
Culture and in the academic monographs we publish, and at the same
time most of us eam our living explaining history to college students
and museum goers. We believe that the two enterprises are mutually
supportive. But could we push forward the bounds of knowledge by
working to explain the history oftechnology to eighth graders? It tumed
out tlat we definitely could. During the development of the curriculum,
we learned things about the social construction of technology and
technological products, about the intersections of race and technology,
and about technological change-important things that none of us
knew before we started. We found that speaking to an audience of

'In addition to the principal investigaton-Susan Smulyan, Brown Univenity; cail
Fowler Mohanty, Slater Mill Historic Site; and taurence Cross, Museum of American
Textile History-these were Carolyn Goldstein, University of Delaware; St€ven Lubat
National Museum of American History; Patrick Malone, Blor{n Univeniry; Sandr.
Norman, Florida Adantrc Universit)a Robert Rosenberg, Thomas Edison Papers; Bruce
Sinclair GeoBia Institut€ of T€chnologl Mark Etheridge, Rowland Hall-St. Mark's
School, Salt l,ake City, Utah; Carlita Kosty, Rayburn Middle School, San Anronio, Texas:
Diane Rosenberg, The Park School, Baltimore, Maryland; Thomas Andenon, P K Yonge
l,aboratory School, Cainesville, norida; Michael Hughes, Methuen High School, Merh-
uen, Massachuetts; Alan Stauffacher, Monroe High School, Monroe, Wisconsin; William
Rahr, Sammamish High School, Belle\ue, Washington; Marilyn McClain, Palmetto Middle
School, Miami, Florida; and Dick McQueen, Clayton Valley High School, Concord,
California.
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middle and high school teachers and students necessitated learning

iiii-.", "[ t ?^"d entailed diferent headaches) yet brought intellec-

i.,"i..*..at very similar to the rewards of teaching in our traditional

r"-"-t. a"a *tfi nnd of scholarsbiP yielded additional henefis as well'

In i.rrriculum writing, one speaks to students through therr classroom

,.;.h.;r,and th.ir ,.,id"rstanding of the material is essential' This

brousht the SHOT participans ii the project into a novel form of

;.ilB;;;." with the midile and high school teachers who parrici-

oated. Beyond this group, at national and regional conlerences we.met

;;;;;;il;" of p".opi. who also ,P-racd:e lisT:l 
p'oPl:-Y|",^h*'

intlresting ideas abouiits nature and how it should be taught'I do not

want b r;anticize the Process of collaborative curriculum writing' for

*. oft".t ais.g...a. There were fights between the hisorians and the

."J."i"* tp?.r.fists, berween the college teachers and-the middle and

hish school ieachers Tftg wanted us to simplify everltling' to come uP

J?i *."..""t4 .*pl.rrutio"', to sPecify exactly what eacb unit would

;;; til;". We struggled to hang on to complexityr we feared that

th. -t of l{dtirlg aown-a".td testittg sn.tdents on concepts w.e haf,.taught

i'."rJ -."" tl-irifying so much that we would no longer be telling the

truth. The arguments w€re herce'- 
St,, ,o *"..",h. ,ewards. I first began to realize this when we Presenled

some of our substantive materials to groups of social snrdies teachers and

thev showed genuine excitement' I ca"me 'o understand t-hat through this

".i*i. ""0 ?,-i*ts like it" prof€ssional historians can reach out effec-

il.lri j r"*"'tfiuers of young people-even more dun read the.labels

ir ,i.'N^a3"Jeit and Space fiu'eu-' more t}ran take a Professor's u S

hirtory ,rl-.y at the largest state university in the coune of an entire

.u.."i. Fo. .tt*ple, atjust one meeting, the annual- meeting of the Texas

Council for the S'ocial Studies in 1992, we presented our ideas to some of

the 3,000 wonderfully en*rusiastic teachers who attended'

i feet as if I have discovered a new form of Public history' one fiat

reaches huge audiences, Puts me in contact with new colleagues' and

f,.tp, *. t'3 ,hirrk .borl, io-plex issues in the history of technology'

Thi's is work we should encourage each other to undertake' work we

should ralue highln work that SHOT should be ready to supPort l hoPe'

iit.", ,tt., "Diicove.ing Science and Technology through American

ftlrto.y" *ift be a pilotlroject for other collaborative efforts in history

and pedagogY.

zconferencesatwhichwemadePresentat ionsincludedannualmeetingsoftheTexas

C""n.iiiot tft" s".af studies and th€ Nadonal Council for the social Studies ai well as the

r"1"" "" f.*ft;"g Ity sPonsored by rie oBanization ofAmerican Historians
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Thz Pruject
"Discovering Science and Technology tlrough American History" is a

supplementary curriculum, innorative in both its content and develoF
ment, that was funded by the National Science Foundation and initiated
by SHOT in collaboration with a group of middle and high school
teachers in social studies, science, and vocational education. The aim
was to develop materials that bring science, math, and engineering
concepts into the social studies classroom, and a. primary goal is to
interest women and all students of color in those subjecs. The modular
curriculum units focus on textile technology,

I write about this project with some degree of humility, as one
participant among about h{enty teachers. Some of us were experts rn
the history of technology, some of us were "marter" teachers (in truth
if not necessarily in tide) with many years of experience in diverse
classroom settings. Most came to the project with a genuine interest in
learning from the others involved. I mpelf learned a great deal.

The curriculum is composed ofeight independent units that examine
the history of textiles, the technology and science used in their
production, and their consumption. These units are tided (1) Preindus-
trial Clothmakers, (2) Early Industrialization, (3) True Colors: Dyeing in
Three Centuries, (4) Cloth and Clothing during the Civil War, (5) The
Queen of Inventions: Sewing Machines in Homes and Factories, (6)
Modernizing Cotton, (7) Si'nthetic Fibers, and (8) Fashion and Style.

We chose to focus on textiles for several reasons. First, we believe that
teenagers have a natural interest in clothing and textiles and, that textile
technology has played a crucial role in American industrial history. In
addition, the process of cloth production has been based on important
scientific principles from an early period (even when the producer did
not clearly understand the underlying principles) and, in the last fifty
years, science has revolutionized texdles and apparel. Because the
textile and apparel industries have been cenual in the economy and in
everyday life since d1e 17th century, the topic can be related easily to
other areas of American history.

Every unit in this curriculum deals with some aspect of cloth or
clothing production or use. The modules drop in and connect to the
traditional American history course as taught in middle and high
schools. On the one hand, teachers could select certain of the many
activities offered within every unit or present some units and not others,
or simply read the materials and integrate the concepts as they choose.
On the other hand, in schools where it is possible, this curriculum could
be a separate interdisciplinary course (semester or yearlong) either
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introducing rhe history of technology or providing a new view ot

Arnerican historY.

Petugog

We have sought to produce a content-rich curriculum that would

i".f,ra. to.i^f, iabo., women's, African-American' and edrnic history as

*.li^ ,ft" history of technology The college professors and museum

a,rraioa, *trr,aa to share the excitement we' felt about these new

^^*i"f, u"a ".* approaches with other teachers and believed that the

t irto.v of t .ttrrotogy'provides a unique way to exPlore these subjects' At

;; s'a,m; ;;;, ;.i.t" ,o undersiand the severe consraints on the

t*" t"a energy of teachers in middle and high schools' These two

eoals-to proiie innouutiv., interesting, and sophisticated .content
;lT;", ;:;;;;ni'g u''"y reachers-sometimes conflicted with each

lJer- fftis curriculuri will not be used by every teacher' We aimed at

those who have both a great curiosity about history and the hme to learn

new material and ways to think about it'

As we worked, we became aware that social studies teachers take only

. ;; li";;.t .;".ses in college' we already knew it would be hard to

-"t ,.i.nJ. and matlt u...'iiblt to historians' but we also found we

;d;t;" offer training in history The teachers who worked on this

o.oi.., *.r. themselves-good, if mainly setGtaught' historians' and t}|ey

i,.liev.d *e could use tllis curriculum to teach teachers as well as to

r)aouia" -uaariuft f"r students' "Teacher enhancement through curricu-

i"- J.""i.p-."," remained a cmcial concept for us To this end' we

i".iJa i"'.-tt unit a "Teacher's Essay.''written by a historian' which

i^* .", tf,. themes of the unit and the new ideas presented' We tried to

#;;;;; pi".., ,r,o., (although we disagreed on-what "shori' was) '

alcesribl., u.rd i.tt"..rti.,g' In uJditiott, we included in each module a

monograph, usually frorn an academic history journal' Along with the

,i.td.rit "lruy, ond the document activities' we think these materials will

irlto t ".t.i. learn, or remember, how historians think'" 
fit;;;;;;i.d in tl,. ,"'it often draws on a shared historical and

,.i.ntln. ti.*toaology that holds that examining a small piece can

iff.,*in.r. the whole."in both t}re scientific experiment and the histon-

."i l^. t*an scholars look at one example in order to learn about a

lareer field.'We have included both experiments and case studies'

iria.""ity ,lt.i. ftand at dyeing (with chemicals and with plants)' and'

;;;; JL not exPect that thiy understand the che mistry..ilvolved'

thev learn that dyeing.un tuk" piatt in manv settings and is difficult to

..r,t.i itt.y Jr.h'nylon being produred and realiTe tlrat synthetic

iuU.i. i. ,nud. from petroleum-iaied chemicals in a laboratory rather

than from animals and plants grown on a farm We ask them to think
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about the implications ofwhat tley have learned for commerce and for
everyday life. Social historians have often relied on the case stuoy-
examining a particular locality at a certain time-to understand the
power relationships and ways of thinking that exist in the society as a
whole. Our case studies include a will and a probate record from the
l8th century that show how individuals valued their clothing and
cloth-making tools, a play examining one communiry's ,.rpor,r. to
waterpower issues in the early 19th century. and magazine articles from
different eras that express concern over foreign control of dyestufis.

At the same time that we rely on these methodologies, we also wanr ro
explore with students another idea-that any reduct_ion is a distortion,
that the scientist or historian who chooses t}te small part that stands for
the whole in effect shapes our knowledge of what happened. and that
looking at simplified pieces ignores the interactions, among the smaller
studies and between the chosen examples and the whole, and so masks
the complexity inherent in the natural and social worlds. To that end,
we have often asked the student to serve as the engineer, the scientist, or
the historian by designing new machines, imagining themselves as mill
builders, conceiving of math problems, uncovering historical evidence
(find out, say, why blue jeans are popular), or framing hisrorical
questions ("Why were there plantations in the South?" or ,,What can we
learn from looking at machines?").

The units include a wide range of other activities tied to historical
themes, most ofwhich emphasize process over results, and all ofwhich
ask students to think in complex ways, The student exercises break down .
difficult historical conceprs into simpler building blocks. We hope that
teachers and srudents use the insights gained in several single aitivitres
to begin to constmct a complicated vision of the p""r und it i-po.-
tance. Many of the activities center around historical documents and ask
students to read, discuss, and comprehend the issues raised by these
pieces ofthe past. We have not chosen the documents because theywere"t1pical" (although they sometimes are) or because they perfectly
illustrate our point (historians can rarely find such pieces of evidence)
but because they are tie messy reality ofhistory. As with the science and
math activities, we remain as interested in the process as the outcome.
Studens should understand that history, science, and math happen
around them at all times; everyone can and does participare th r oug-h the
choices they make; right answers are difficult to come by and are not as
important as understanding. Much of the material is interactive, but we
never included anyrhingjust to keep srudents busy. Most ofrhe marerials
ask students to think about history, math, and science in terms of their
own lives, but we try to avoid a "presentist" view that sees the past only
rn terms oI contemporary concerns.
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Unless social studies teachers are willing to integrate the math'

science, and engineering material into their courses, the curriculum will

fail. These activilties presint the biggest challenge to botl the writers and

the users of the iurricutum. InterdisciPlinary work is notoriously

difncult to pull off. We included exercises drat introduce snrdents to

math and ".i.n." .on..ps without calling on specific knowledge or

skills. In schools that have team teaching, these science and math

activities should prove easy and rewarding to use' In other setiings'

social studies teachers might call on colleagues iri the math and science

(and home economics and vocational education) departments for help

iboth inside and outside the clxsroom), but ue want to emphasiz'e that all

of tfu exercises can be done and undctstood ry peoplc uith no nath or sclence

training,
I amtost proud ofthe exercises that present engineering as problem

solving. Using math concepts, spatial reasoning, and imagination, we ask

studeits to 
-thittk 

"bo,lt machines as tools that help people solve

problems and achieve self-defined goals. Students learn that machines

are not handed to us with tlteir uses built in, but that we design them

and make choices about their use. We hope that girls, in particular' will

notice t-hat women have always used technology and possessed techno-

logical skills that could be used in engineering Finally, by encouragng

st;dents to fornulate their own questions and to improve problem-

solving skills, we believe that such activities will build self<onfidence'

Such ionfidence remains especially important for students without a

traditional science or math background and serves as a base for more

learning in these areas.

History of Tbchnobg

The history of technology has been fostered by people who belie've

that this disciPline helPs us understand the past as well as the present'

that how machines work matters, and that technology shaPes our lives at

the same time that people conceive and organize dre technology We

study technology to understand how technological change happens and

how it can be iontrolled; we reject the idea that machines each had to

be designed or used in a particular way. By understanding the design

and use ofmachines in the Past, we can better understand the machines

we meet everyday. A study of technology leads us to the PeoPle who

interar ted wilh te( hnology-from inventors to workers to ' onsu met s' in

fields, factories, or the home. Finally, t€chnology has been used by those

in power to extencl their Power, and we cannot ignore that dimension of

the interaction between technology and society, especially in a curricrr-

lum that seeks to tell women and all students of color that they can

bccome scientiss and engineers
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Social historians are fond of reponing that history explains "change

over time." When applied to the history of machines, this idea often
leads to what historians term a progressivist view of technology. As we
read drat hand carding, spinning, and weaving gave way to fascinating
power machines and we learn about efforts to make the machines work
faster or more efficiently, it is easy to think that life, work, and
civilization are improving. We hope this curriculum shows that each
advance brought new problems; that there are.countless technological
dead ends and failures for every success; that technological charrge
came about not only to increa.se productivity but to control workers; that
while people sonetimes welcomed new machines, often they resisted
their introduction; and that technology both offers opportunities and
restricts possibilities.

Themes in Tixrila Technoleg

As we worked on the curriculum, themes emerged that tied many of
the modules together. We found ourselyes interested in the nature of
invention, how we could illustrate the relationship between race and
technology, the importance of women and their work to textile tech-
nology, the character of work itself, the way people come to think about
and use technology and its products, and the importance of indrutrial-
ization within American history. These themes not only reappear
throughout t}le curriculum; they are all interrelated as well.

Ideas about invention and innolation have been imDortant in the
history of technology. We asked the srudents to think about several
questions. Why would anyone want to invent something new? How does
one go about imagining a machine? Why did it matter who invented the
cotton gin (or any other machine)? In many ways, ideas about invention
lead naturally to an interest in gender because women have been seen
as consumers of technology rather than inventors (despite the fact that
many women have invented and suggested inventions without receiving
proper credit). Is innoration lalued and consumption delalued because
men do one and women tlte otlrer? Does running a sewing machine in
a factory (or assembling or fixing a sewing machine) tale less skill than
inventing one? Women have skills in operating and fixing machinery, in
spatial reasoning, in math and science, and yet they are not considered
proficient in technological matters. We hope that by showing students
that women have always used technology, we can convince them that
women can enter any technological job.

We are proud that this curriculum has reconceptualized the history of
technology to include issues of race, traditionally absent from the
discourse. For example, we came to recognize *rat agricultural technol-
ogy played a large part in rhe production of cloth. When historians of
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technology talk about textiles, they focus on. factories' which have

ttaaitionaity employed native white and immigrant workers' Racial

oreiudice (ept African Americans working primarily on farms and in

i*r'.. ni"a. tf f".ro.y jobs, and so historians have said that textile

history lacked a racial component' We disagree' That factories con-

tainei few African-American workers deserves examination' as do those

*t o U..r.nt a from their exclusion. Slaves produced yarn' cloth' and

clothing on southern Plantations even though this piece of history is

often siighted in favor of stories about northern factories Most imPor-

tant, thJugh, we widened our point of view to include soudrern cotton

oroductioi as oart of texdle history. So slavery, and later sharecroPPmg'

L..o..,., un importanr Part of lhe story of norL}rern textile mills: African

e-.ri..t t u..'o-. puit of the bistory of technotogy: and -technology
becomes part of African-American history' Such an inclusionary view

should heip students ofcolor imagine themselves,like their ancestors' as

oeoole who can use and control technology'' 
T'hi. .o.ric.ll.,m is concerned with how machines work' We believe

that most people find it fascinating (especially-now.when no one can

o.o*"- " VCi, let alone know how and why it functions) to examine a

-".iitt. yorl can understand. The history of textiles has been extraor-

dinarily well preserved, with entire museums devoted to it and examples

of *.iorl, riachines and artifacts widely available in local historical

societies. Through demonstrations, photographs, and videotaPes' stu-

dents and teachers can see exactly how the technology has operated

at rarious times. One needs an understanding of the workings of

machines as a basis for thinking about the interactions of people and

machines. Furttrer, understanding how one particular machine works

can demystify technology and may give students confidence about

understanding it.
When we ialk about "how machines work," we mean not only

mechanically but also socially and culturally How do technology and its

prodncts co-e to have meaning within the society?. The last unit

1F"rhiol, und Style) Provides an example of how technology-is "socially

constructed." The introduction of Lycra and the response of the cotton

industry gave new meaning to the terms "natural" and "slnthetic"'

which seelmingly come from scientific language and have appeared in

other units. fue ask studens to think about what is fashionable'

sometimes even what is sexy, and why, as well as how that relates to

textile technologY.
When we talk about tlle relationship of people to machines' we

examine the roles ofboth producers and consumers Several unis focus

on the workers who made and used the machines What was it like to



run a specific machine, what level of skill was involved, and who usually
performed the work? Interactions with machines happen in homes and
fields as well as in factories, and we stressed this point as well. Our
interest in labor history, as well as in the history of technology, brought
us to the larger issue ofindustrialization as a process and as an economlc
slstem. We suggest *rat industrialization began earlier (and perhaps
more tentatively) and continued more erratically and for longer tlan
most textbooks indicate. The negative impact of industrialization on
workers'lives, on the environment, and on our social, politicat. and
cultural worlds getJ a lot of attention. Industrialization made more and
different products a ilable for purchase, and the reaction ofconsumers

0 0 f z - t l
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these new products has a place lnalsorc tnese new products also has a place in t}re history of technology. We
discuss what wa5 for sale in colonial stores, who bought sewing machines,
and describe how Du Pont marketed nylon stockings.

the

In the end, we see history-of technology, of labor, of race relatiors,
ofwomen, of industrialization-as a series of conflicts and neqotiatiols.
Not until we recognize and examine those conflics-amons membe.s
of a group as well as between groups-can we understand wiy and how
change occurred. This curriculum seeks to change how shrdents,
particularly women and all students ofcolor, think about technology. We
cannot igrore the fact that the relationship between women and
minority groups and technology has been socially consrrucred and full
of conflict. We hope that by looking at hisrory as conflictual we will be
able to give t}Ie students our own sense that things can be changed.

In the words of the original proposal,

The Society for the History ofTechnology has become increasingly
concerned about the dwindling interest among srudents in studyrlg
science and engineering in college, and aboui the lack of what hai
come to be called "technological literacy" among rhe qeneral
population. The Society believes these trends ha-ve potlentially
troubling social, economic, and political implications. igrrorarr."
about science and technology contributes to-the nation's inability
to compete economically in international markets and compro-
mises the public's ability to participate in, and be informed abluq
important polirical decisions.

No single project or strategy will by itself reverse this trend.
However, one way to address the problem is to reach students rn
middle and_high school and to periuade rhem that srudfng science
and technology is not only intellectually possible for themlbut also
fun and exciting. SHOT is convinced thit introducine srudenrs ro
these subjects through their historical contexts is in extremelv
promising way of demysrifying science and engineering and oi
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heloins srudents to realize t}at machines can be understood and
-"tt"uid. Because tie history of technology emphasizes how and
whv piople designed and used technological processes over time'
"nd ih"il.ng"t popular myhs about technological determinism'
SHOT belieies titai using rhe historical approach can be especially
empowering to studenG previously intimidated by science and
engineering studies.'

ssociety for rhe History ofTechnology, "Discovering Science and TechnoloST through

American History," submitted to the National Science Foundation,July 1988, p 17'


